Abstract. A perturbation analysis is presented for periodic heat transfer in radiating fins of uniform thickness. The base temperature is assumed to oscillate around a mean value. The perturbation expansion is carried out in terms of dimensionless amplitude ~ of the base temperature oscillation. The zero-order problem which is nonlinear, and corresponds to the steady state fin behaviour, is solved by quasilinearization.
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A method of complex combination is used to reduce both the first and the second order problems to two, coupled linear boundary value problems which are subsequently solved by a neniterative numerical scheme.
The second-order term is composed of an oscillatory component with twice the frequency of base temperatur@ oscillation and a time-independent term which causes a net change in the steady state values of temperature and heat transfer rate. Within the range of parameters used, the net effect is to decrease the mean temperature and increase the mean heat transfer rate. This is in constrast to the linear case of convecting fins where the mean values are unaffected by base temperature oscillations. Detailed numerical results are presented illustrating the effects of fin parameter N and dimensionless frequency B on temperature distribution, heat transfer rate, and time-average fin efficiency. The time-average fin efficiency is found to reduce significar{t-lyat low N and high B. The most important conclusion which emerged from the aforementioned studies was that for fin parameter N is less than I, the time-average fin efficiency over a cycle is reduced with the increase in the amplitude and frequency of oscillation.
As an extension to conveeting fin studies, more recent effort has been directed to radiating or com- where the symbols are as defined in the nomenclature.
Solution Method
Since the dimensionless amplitude parameter r would in practice remain below unity ( 
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The solution of Eqs. (14)- (17) by a noniterative numerical scheme will be discussed later.
Coming to the solution of Eqs. (8, 9) we note that 
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The instantaneous fin efficiency ~ follows as = q 3), the heat transfer rate always leads the base temperature (Fig. 4) .
As the amplitude ~ of the base temperature oscillation increases, the instantaneous heat transfer curves exhibit an interesting feature as shown in The exact solution also provided a check on the validity and accuracy of the numerical scheme used.
Fin Efficiency
The time-average fin efficiency calculated using Eq.
(56) has been plotted in Fig.6 The results for N = 0.5 and 1.0 are of immediate practical significance because they encompass the region of optimum dimensioned radiating fin of rectangular profile, i.e. N = 0.8045 [8] . Therefore, for an
